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Message from Chair of the Board of
Directors
As Chair of the Board of Directors, I am pleased to welcome everyone to this year’s Annual General
Meeting.
This past year has been fulfilling for WCDWA, under the stewardship of our Executive Director, Natalie
Drolet, and the Board. Notably, WCDWA underwent some organizational restructuring, so as to allow
more volunteers to get more deeply involved with managing the Association through Committee work. We
introduced a new Governance Committee to complement our Fundraising, Events, Human Resources, and
Finance Committees.
The Governance Committee played an important role in revising the organization’s vision and mission to
better reflect our work over the last several years and the needs of the communities we serve. Although
the majority of the clients we serve continue to be caregivers, WCDWA has also responded to the needs of
other at-risk migrant workers in BC who do not otherwise have access to similar services. We are very
pleased to be voting at today’s AGM to change our name to “Migrant Workers Centre BC Society.” We look
forward to implementing this change and moving ahead in an expanded role to promote and advance
justice for migrant workers.
As always, we are proud of our staff, who continue to provide outstanding service to the
community. Recently, Legal Advocate Adriana Smetzer has gone on maternity leave, and Legal Support
Coordinator Carol Albeza has moved on to pursue other opportunities. We thank Adriana and Carol for
their tireless work and commitment to our clients.
The Association’s success is largely owing to the immense support we get from volunteers. As we move
into the new year, we thank the community in advance for its continued support, and ask that we all
spread the word about the good work that the Association does as we launch a strong fundraising drive to
allow the Association to continue to provide this much needed public service. Also stay tuned for details
about our signature Post-Valentine’s Day Dance in February 2018. We look forward to seeing you there!

Resochita Arma
Chair, West Coast Domestic Workers’ Association

2016-2017 Annual Report
Our Funders
The Westcoast Domestic Workers’ Association would like to express its sincerest gratitude to all of our
donors, funders and contributors for their ongoing generous support of our advocacy, research, programs,
and services. In particular, we wish to acknowledge:








Law Foundation of BC
Province of British Columbia (Gaming Branch)
Province of British Columbia (Victim Services and Crime Prevention Division, Ministry of Justice)
Notary Foundation of BC
BCGEU
Service Canada
BC Federation of Labour

Our Board
Our Board is unique in that it consists of a majority of caregivers or former caregivers, ensuring that the
organization continues to respond directly to the voices of the community we serve.








Resochita Arma, Chair
Rona Fernandez, Vice-Chair
Melissa Guillergan, Secretary
Susanna Quail, Treasurer
Irina Mis
Joanne Estrada
Ellen Manejero

Our Committees


Human Resources
 Finance
 Fundraising and Events
 Governance

Our Staff

(as of March 31, 2017)



Natalie Drolet, Executive Director - Staff Lawyer
 Jonathon Braun, Legal Advocate
 Adriana Smetzer (p/t), Legal Advocate
 Carol Albeza (p/t), Legal Support Coordinator

Our Volunteers
Committee volunteers
 Linelle Mogado
 Nancy Morgan
 Nicco Bautista
 Krisha Dhaliwal
 Guida Heir
Legal volunteers
 Cyrille Panadero
 Kai Ying Chieh
 Czarina Pacaide
 Kevin Nakanishi
 Kas Pavanantharajah
 Sebastian Ennis

Office volunteers


Rubia Celia Pravatta Pivetta
 Isabelle Guevara
 Katherine Akladios
Tax clinic volunteer
 April Baytan

Volleyball volunteer
 Jeff Janson
Social Enterprise Project volunteer
 Tammy Baltz

Our Work
West Coast Domestic Workers’ Association (WCDWA) is a non-profit organization dedicated to legal advocacy
for caregivers and other migrant workers. Established in 1986, WCDWA facilitates access to justice for
migrant workers through the provision of legal education, advice, and representation.
We are a leading provider of public legal education and training, and have been highly involved in law and
policy reform work and test case litigation. Our staff lawyer and legal advocates make regular appearances at
conferences and panels to increase public awareness of our clients and organization. Also, by working in
collaboration with other non-profits and organizations, we have fostered a community brought together by
the pursuit of justice for migrant workers in situations of labour exploitation or labour trafficking.

We have an active membership of 317
individuals from diverse backgrounds, which
emphasizes the important role that WCDWA
plays in pursuing justice for migrant workers.
We are focused on maintaining a dynamic
core group of activities:


Legal services
 Legal publications
 Public legal education
 Law and policy reform

The majority of our clients are caregivers working in BC under the Live-in Caregiver and Temporary Foreign
Worker Programs. We also serve other temporary foreign workers working in low-wage jobs in the service,
hospitality, construction, and manufacturing industries. Our clients face marginalization and difficulty
accessing their rights as workers in BC due to many factors: the temporary nature of their immigration status,
work visas that are tied to a single employer, low-wage precarious jobs, language barriers and unfamiliarity
with Canadian employment laws. In the past year, we have served migrant workers from the Philippines,
Indonesia, China, Japan, South Korea, India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Mexico, Brazil, Peru, Chile, Colombia, Nigeria,
Cameroon, Russia, Ukraine, Scotland, Poland, United Kingdom, and Russia.

Highlights
eleven-year-old son was diagnosed with Autism and
was deemed medically inadmissible to Canada. Our
client had provided extensive submissions and
During the year, WCDWA provided information,
documentary evidence setting out her care plan for
advice or legal representation in 1,794 immigration
matters. Of these, 411 were full representation cases her son to demonstrate that he would not cause
excessive demand on Canadian social services. In the
for clients in the Federal Court of Canada or in
alternative, she requested that her family be
proceedings before Immigration, Refugees, and
exempted from medical inadmissibility on
Citizenship Canada. The following is a sample of
humanitarian and compassionate grounds. After
notable cases.
WCDWA demonstrated that the Officer’s decision
was unreasonable, IRCC offered to settle the case out
Judicial Review Applications
of court. The client’s application was re-opened and
is still in process.
The right to procedural fairness by IRCC Officers
when reviewing immigration applications
Labour Trafficking Case

Immigration Law

WCDWA filed an application for leave and judicial
review of an IRCC Officer’s decision to deny a client’s
request for reconsideration of the refusal of her
application for permanent residence under the Livein Caregiver Class. The original refusal turned on the
fact that IRCC believed they had sent our client an
email with a request for documents required to
continue processing her application. Our client never
received this email, and therefore, could not comply.
We submitted a request for reconsideration of the
refusal, but were denied. After WCDWA submitted
substantial evidence supporting our client and
demonstrating that this decision was unreasonable,
IRCC offered to settle the case out of court. The client
has since become a permanent resident of Canada.
Medical Inadmissibility
WCDWA filed an application for leave and judicial
review of an IRCC Officer’s decision to refuse a
client’s application for permanent residence under
the Live-in Caregiver Class for medical inadmissibility.
The Officer decided that the client, a single mother,
was medically inadmissible to Canada because her

WCDWA filed an application for a work permit for
temporary foreign workers at risk, a new program for
temporary foreign workers in BC whose employers
have violated labour laws. At the same time, we filed
a complaint with the ESDC Labour Program. Our
client’s family had paid over $7,500 in recruitment
fees to an employer in order for him to get a job as a
truck driver in BC. The client began working, but was
required to work without receiving any wages for the
first 3 months. After this, his wages were reduced by
more than half of what was promised in his
employment contract. When he complained to his
employer, he stopped receiving calls for work. The
client received a new open work permit valid for 6
months and found a new job with an employer who
treats him with dignity and respect. He now has an
employer-specific work permit for this new employer
and is working towards meeting the requirements to
apply for permanent residence in Canada. His
complaint with the ESDC Labour Program is ongoing.

Employment Law
WCDWA continued to represent clients before the
Employment Standards Branch, the Employment
Standards Tribunal, Small Claims Court, and the BC
Supreme Court for breaches of employment
standards and contracts. WCDWA also engaged in
test case litigation in the area of employment
standards this year. In the reporting period, WCDWA
dealt with 115 employment matters ranging from
clients who need help applying for EI to full
representation cases. Most cases involve nonpayment of wages or non-payment of overtime. The
Staff Lawyer and Legal Advocates managed 28 full
representation cases. WCDWA helped a total of 7
clients to receive settlements or awards ranging
from $2,000 to $25,000. The following is a sample of
notable cases.

Court of Appeal Decision
The right to not be charged recruitment fees for jobs
in BC

WCDWA was successful in a landmark case at the BC
Court of Appeal in a case against a BC-based
recruitment agency that charged our two caregiver
clients recruitment fees for jobs in BC contrary to the
Employment Standards Act. The case was an appeal
by a recruitment agency of a successful judicial
review for our clients of an Employment Standards
Tribunal decision at the BC Supreme Court in 2015.
The agency argued that the fees were not for
recruitment but for immigration services. The agency
fought this case for 8 years, refusing to pay back the
fees and even suing the caregivers in small claims
court. The Employment Standards Branch ordered
them to pay, the Employment Standards Tribunal
ordered them to pay, the BC Supreme Court ordered
them to pay, and finally the BC Court of Appeal has
ordered them to pay. The Court said that in Canada,
we don’t make people buy jobs. And this applies to
everyone regardless of their immigration status. It’s a
small amount of money at stake in the case but it's a
HUGE win for migrant workers who pay these illegal
fees routinely. WCDWA Staff Lawyer Natalie Drolet
and pro bono lawyer/ WCDWA Board Member

Susanna Quail represented the clients at the Court of
Appeal.

Employment Standards Branch Decision
The right to minimum wage and overtime
WCDWA was successful in an adjudication before the
Employment Standards Branch in a case involving a
caregiver in the Live-in Caregiver Program who was
required to work 7 days a week for up to 15 hours a
day. Our client looked after an elderly person and
was only paid $650 per month for her services.
WCDWA supported our client with filing an
Employment Standards Branch complaint and
represented her at her adjudication. We sought an
award of $22,000 for unpaid wages and overtime.
The adjudicator found in favour of our client. She was
awarded over $19,500 in lost wages and other
money owed. Our client has since completed the
requirements of the Live-in Caregiver Program and
has applied for permanent residence.

Family and other areas of the law
In addition to immigration and employment law
matters, WCDWA provided information, referrals and
assistance to clients in need of help with accessing
health care, income support, housing, and family law
services. In total, we provided assistance in 250 of
these matters.

Public Legal Education
In addition to bi-weekly in-house workshops on applying for permanent residence in Canada, the
organization engaged in a number of public legal education initiatives during the year. WCDWA provided
legal workshops across the province on migrant workers’ rights at work, immigration law, and labour
trafficking in partnership with community organizations in B.C. A total of 30 workshops reaching over 460
migrant workers and their advocates were delivered. WCDWA also continued to expand its outreach to
various associations, communities and government agencies. As a result, WCDWA was able to begin new or
strengthen existing partnerships with a number of migrant rights organizations in various communities in BC.
WCDWA continued to publish its bi-monthly newsletter for members, Caregivers’ Voice. The popular
newsletter addressed issues and trends relating to the Live-in Caregiver and Temporary Foreign Worker
Programs, and informed members of our casework, workshops, advocacy initiatives, and social networking
activities.
WCDWA also worked to raise awareness about labour exploitation and trafficking of migrant workers
amongst stakeholders and the general public. WCDWA’s Executive Director—Staff Lawyer presented a paper
co-written with Bethany Hastie, Lecturer at the UBC Allard School of Law, entitled “The Potential of Human
Rights Law to Address the Harms of Labour Exploitation and Labour Trafficking” at the BC Continuing Legal
Education’s Human Rights Conference.
WCDWA completed a short documentary video entitled “Hidden In Plain Sight: Labour Trafficking and
Migrant Workers in Canada” in partnership with the BC Office to Combat Trafficking in Persons. The
documentary was launched in Vancouver at an event in partnership with the Salvation Army’s Anti-HumanTrafficking Programs, and was screened at events in Maple Ridge and New Westminster in partnership with
Migrante BC, the BC Poverty-Reduction Coalition and the BC Federation of Labour.
Finally, to complement panel presentations and trainings given at the Canadian Council for Refugees’
National Forum on Trafficking in Montreal and in Victoria in partnership with the Inter-Cultural Association of
Greater Victoria, WVDWA also developed a new fact sheet on labour exploitation & trafficking as a resource
for migrant workers, their advocates and service providers.

Law and Policy Reform Activities
WCDWA has worked with the BC Employment Standards Coalition during the year to promote the rights of
temporary foreign workers through law reform and advocacy initiatives. As part of a delegation of the BC Employment Standards Coalition, WCDWA participated in a number of meetings with government officials and
opposition MLAs, including Assistant Deputy Minister of Industrial Relations and Labour Programs Trevor
Hughes; Director of Policy and Legislation Michael Tanner of the BC Ministry of Jobs, Tourism, and Skills
Training; MLA Shane Simpson, NDP Critic for Labour; and MLA Mable Elmore, NDP Critic for Temporary Foreign Workers. During these meetings, WCDWA raised concerns about the vulnerability of caregivers and temporary foreign workers in BC, addressed gaps in the Employment Standards Act (ESA), and advocated for new
legislation to protect the rights of temporary foreign workers in BC.

To mark International Migrants Day, WCDWA, Community Legal Assistance Society, MOSAIC, Migrante BC, BC
Employment Standards Coalition, Migrant Workers Dignity Association and Red Legal launched the Rising Up
Against Unjust Recruitment campaign at a press conference at the WCDWA office. At the press conference,
temporary foreign worker Richard Eugenio shared his story of having been charged exorbitant recruitment
fees for a job in BC. The campaign seeks to stop the abuse of temporary foreign workers in their recruitment
through its demands for more robust licensing requirements for employment agencies, harsher penalties for
employers and recruiters who violated the ESA, proactive enforcement of the ESA, and increasing access for
migrant workers to obtain information about their rights and access help to file complaints.
At the national level, WCDWA worked with the Coalition for Migrant Workers Rights on advocacy initiatives
relating to the parliamentary review of the Temporary Foreign Worker Program undertaken by the Standing
Committee on Human Resources, Skills, and Social Development and the Status of Persons with Disabilities.
WCDWA worked to ensure that voices of migrant workers were included in the review process, and submitted
a brief to the Committee highlighting the need for open work permits, permanent residence on arrival for all
migrant workers, and an end to the 4 year rule which restricted the length of time migrant workers could
remain in Canada. WCDWA organized press conferences to highlight our demands and to respond to the
report of the Committee, which adopted some of our key recommendations, in collaboration with Migrante
BC, Community Legal Assistance Society and the BC Federation of Labour.
WCDWA also worked with stakeholders to call for an end to Project Guardian, an project of the Canada Border
Services Agency (CBSA) that targets caregivers, and under which 12 WCDWA clients have been investigated,
arrested, referred for admissibility hearings and in some cases deported for having engaged in unauthorized
work. In all of these cases, caregivers had fled an abusive employer and began working for a new employer
while their new work permit applications were in process. WCDWA sent a letter to the Minister of Public
Safety Ralph Goodale, and organized a rally outside of the CBSA office at 300 Georgia Street in Vancouver to
mark International Domestic Workers Day. Speakers at the rally included WCDWA, Migrante BC, Vancouver &
District Labour Council, Red Legal, and Mable Elmore, MLA for Vancouver-Kensington.
At the international level, WCDWA shared information about our advocacy work at the National Domestic
Workers Alliance’s National Assembly in Washington, DC at a workshop entitled “Domestic Worker Organizing
Around the World: Conditions, Demands, and Opportunities for International Collaboration.”
2016-2017 continued West Coast Domestic Workers’ Association’s long history of dedicated service to migrant
workers in British Columbia. The past year has been an exciting period of imagined possibilities, which will
now launch our organization into a new future of promoting and strengthening the rights of migrant workers.
We are pleased to celebrate our many accomplishments over the past year, which inspire us to face new
challenges and achieve new successes in the year ahead. As always, our greatest inspiration continues to be
our many clients, who face adversity and injustice with strength, perseverance, and optimism.

